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ABSTRACT: Inverted/reverse hexagonal (HII) phases are of
special interest in several ﬁelds of research, including nanomedicine. We used molecular dynamics (MD) simulation to study
HII systems composed of dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine
(DOPE) and palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (POPE)
at several hydration levels and temperatures. The eﬀect of the
hydration level on several HII structural parameters, including
deuterium order parameters, was investigated. We further used
MD simulations to estimate the maximum hydrations of DOPE
and POPE HII lattices at several given temperatures. Finally, the
eﬀect of acyl chain unsaturation degree on the HII structure was
studied via comparing the DOPE with POPE HII systems. In
addition to MD simulations, we used deuterium nuclear magnetic
resonance (2H NMR) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments to measure the DOPE acyl chain order parameters,
lattice plane distances, and the water core radius in HII phase DOPE samples at several temperatures in the presence of excess water.
Structural parameters calculated from MD simulations are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. Dehydration decreases
the radius of the water core. An increase in hydration level slightly increased the deuterium order parameter of lipids acyl chains,
whereas an increase in temperature decreased it. Lipid cylinders undulated along the cylinder axis as a function of hydration level.
The maximum hydration levels of PE HII phases at diﬀerent temperatures were successfully predicted by MD simulations based on a
single experimental measurement for the lattice plane distance in the presence of excess water. An increase in temperature decreases
the maximum hydration and consequently the radius of the water core and lattice plane distances. Finally, DOPE formed HII
structures with a higher curvature compared to POPE, as expected. We propose a general protocol for constructing computational
HII systems that correspond to the experimental systems. This protocol could be used to study HII systems composed of molecules
other than the PE systems used here and to improve and validate force ﬁeld parameters by using the target data in the HII phase.

■

level, temperature, lipid type, and mixing ratio.15−20 Experimental studies on structural characterizations of HII are
usually conducted in the excess water regime, where two
phases coexist. The ﬁrst phase is the HII lattice formed from
lipid cylinders ﬁlled with a certain number of water molecules
(referred as the maximum hydration) allowed. The excess
water forms the second phase, bulk water outside of the HII
lattice. Estimation of the volume fraction of water in each
phase is not easily achieved.15 However, it is required to
determine the internal dimensions of the HII phase.
Experimentally determining the full hydration level of lipids

INTRODUCTION
The inverted hexagonal (HII) phase is a nonlamellar
mesophase formed by the self-assembly of amphiphiles (e.g.,
lipids, peptides, and copolymers) dispersed in polar solvents
(e.g., water). The lipid tubules are ﬁlled with water and ions
and are arranged in a hexagonal geometry1 (Figure 1). Given
its special geometry, the HII phase has been of special interest
for its potential use in several applications,1−7 including drug/
gene delivery systems8−10 and drug release mechanism
studies.11−14 For instance, cationic lipids used for transfection
were shown to adopt the HII phase structure upon mixing with
anionic lipids, thereby disrupting the bilayer and allowing large
molecules such as RNA and DNA to enter cells.11−14
Structural properties of the HII phase including the lattice
plane distance (dhex), radius of the water core (Rw), area per
lipid (APL), deuterium order parameter (SCD), and shape of
the water core have been studied experimentally.15−20 Several
factors aﬀect the HII structure signiﬁcantly, including hydration
© 2020 American Chemical Society
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parameters, including the maximum hydration at a given
temperature, predicted by this protocol and the experimental
values from primarily small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and
deuterium NMR (2H NMR). We compare the properties of
POPE and DOPE HII phases. Inverted hexagonal systems
composed of DOPE and POPE have been extensively studied
experimentally,15−20 and these data were used for both
validation of our protocol and comparing the structural
parameters with simulations.

■

METHODS

Sample Preparation. 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE) for SAXS was obtained in powder from
Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (Alabaster, AL). The DOPE was transferred
from the sealed glass ampule into a scintillation vial using 80/20 (v/v)
benzene/methanol. The lipid/solvent mixture was frozen in liquid
nitrogen for ∼10 min, and then the solvent was removed by
lyophilization over a period of about 12 h (until the weight had
stabilized). The result was a condensed, powdered lipid that could be
weighed for sample preparation. When not in use, lipids were stored
at −20 °C. To prepare the sample for SAXS analysis, 100 μL of
deuterium depleted water (ddw) (Sigma-Aldrich Canada (Oakville,
ON)) was added to 10 mg of dry, powdered DOPE. A series of ﬁve
freeze (in liquid N2)−thaw (room temperature)−vortex cycles were
performed to ensure full hydration of the hexagonal phase. The
sample was carefully transferred into a disposable thin-walled quartz
capillary tube (80 mm long, 1.5 mm (outer diameter), 0.01 mm
thickness) which was then sealed with wax and analyzed immediately.
For the 2H NMR experiments, partially deuterated DOPE-d18 was
purchased in chloroform from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (Alabaster,
AL). In DOPE-d18, the protons on the last four carbons of each chain
(carbons 15−18) were replaced with deuterons. The DOPE-d18/
chloroform mixture was transferred to a preweighed scintillation vial,
and the bulk of the solvent was evaporated by using a gentle ﬂow of
nitrogen gas. Any residual solvent was then removed under vacuum
over the course of 6 h (until the weight had stabilized). The resulting
lipid ﬁlm was used in its entirety to prepare the 2H NMR sample. The
∼41 mg of DOPE-d18 lipid was mixed with 700 μL of ddw, and a
series of ﬁve freeze (in liquid N2)−thaw (room temperature)−vortex
cycles were performed. The hydrated lipid mixture was transferred
into an NMR tube for analysis.
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). A SAXSLAB Ganesha
300XL (Skovlunde, Denmark) setup with a Linkam variable
temperature sample stage was used to obtain the SAXS scattering
curves. The Ganesha 300XL system has a Cu Kα X-ray source with a
wavelength λ = 1.54 Å. The sample-to-detector distance for the
Linkam stage setup was calibrated using silver behenate (AgBeh), and
the sample temperature was calibrated by using the pretransition and
chain melting transition of both DPPC and DMPC multilamellar
vesicles. At each temperature, two sets of data were collected: one
after 30 min and a second 60 min after the set point temperature was
reached. Each data collection run was 600 s. Both the initial and ﬁnal
runs were collected at the same temperature to monitor sample
stability across the experiment.
The lattice plane distance (dhex) can be measured directly from the
SAXS scattering curves via

Figure 1. Lipid arrangement in the HII phase. The HII phase is a
group of lipid cylinders arranged in a hexagonal geometry in the XYplane. Each lipid tubule is perpendicular to this plane and is ﬁlled with
water and ions which are not shown for clarity. Lipids are radially
distributed on the cylinders surfaces with their headgroups pointing
toward the water cores. In simulations, a HII system could be
approximated by a single lipid tubule in the original simulation box
(shown in pink) and its periodic copies. The radius of water core
(Rw), lattice plane distance (dhex), and lattice spacing (a) parameters
are shown. The red and blue arrows point in the interaxial (X) and
interstitial (Y) directions and represent the XY-plane.

in the HII phase requires either measuring the lattice plane
distances of multiple samples of varying hydration levels15 or
measuring the intensities of the diﬀraction peaks and making
an electron density reconstruction.16
Experimental approaches are often limited in terms of
resolution. With respect to probing the structural features of
the HII phase, conducting experiments at low hydration levels
is quite challenging. The main challenge is to equilibrate the
amount of water in the experimental setup which demands
making assumptions on the water channel’s geometry and
hydration level in the HII lattice. It is also diﬃcult to study the
eﬀect of several factors independently. For instance, an
increase in temperature results in a decrease in maximum
hydration of HII phase and, consequently, a decrease in the
lattice plane distance.15,17 Therefore, to what extent the
structure of an HII system and its constituting molecules are
aﬀected by the hydration level or temperature alone is diﬃcult
to assess experimentally.
Molecular dynamics simulations have been previously
employed to study the structural and dynamical properties of
the HII phase21−23 and lamellar-to-HII phase transition process
as a function of hydration, temperature, and mixing ratio.24,25
Additionally, computational studies of the HII phase have been
used to calculate the bending free energies, spontaneous
curvatures of lipid monolayers, and bending modulus.26,27
Simulations have also been used to determine the pivotal
planethe plane at which the area per molecule at the given
curvature is the same as the ﬂat bilayerfor lipid molecules.28
In this paper, we develop a general protocol for the
construction and simulation of HII systems composed of
amphiphilic molecules using a minimum amount of experimental data. We evaluate the agreement between structural

dhex =

2πn
qpeak

(1)

where qpeak is the position of the peak in the scattering curve and n is
its order number. For HII phase peaks n(h , k) = h2 + hk + k 2 = 1,
√3, 2, √7, 3, √12, ...29 where h and k are Miller indices.
Deuterium NMR (2H NMR). 2H NMR experiments on DOPE-d18
were performed using an Oxford 300 MHz magnet with a 2H
frequency of 46.8 MHz and a TecMag Scout (TecMag, Inc.
(Houston, TX)) spectrometer. The standard quadrupolar echo
pulse sequence was used, with two out-of-phase 90° pulses of 3.95
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μs, an interpulse delay of 40 μs, and a recycle delay of 2 s. To
eliminate artifacts, data were collected with eight-cycle CYCLOPS
phase cycling. These 2H NMR experiments were performed at a series
of temperatures ranging from 20 to 40 °C where DOPE is in the HII
phase. Between each 5 °C temperature increment the sample was
allowed to equilibrate for 45 min. A total of 20000 scans provided a
suﬃcient signal-to-noise ratio in the resulting de-Paked spectra for the
order parameters to be determined. De-Pake-ing was performed by
using the iterative method as described by Sternin et al.30 Smoothed
order parameter proﬁles for the C−D bonds were obtained with the
method outlined by Laﬂeur et al.31 The order parameter SCD can be
calculated via the relationship
|SCD| =

4 h
ΔvQ (90°)
3 e 2qQ

system with nw = 4 tends to deform from its cylindrical geometry and
might not be stable in the HII phase. For these conditions, therefore, a
larger system composed of four lipid cylinders in a rectangular box37
was simulated instead to allow any possible phase transition to happen
if energetically favorable.
Molecular Dynamics Simulation. GROMACS version 2016.334
was used for all the simulations. The force ﬁeld parameters for the
molecules in the system were taken from CHARMM36 FF version
Nov.2016,38 and the standard TIP3P water model39,40 was used for
these simulations. Each energy-minimized system was ﬁrst simulated
in the NPT ensemble. An anisotropic pressure coupling was applied
to control the pressure in each direction independently by using the
Berendsen41 weak coupling algorithm. Next, the output structures
were used for the longer equilibration and production runs of either
300 or 500 ns time lengths (Table S1). For the production runs, a
time step of 2 fs was employed, and atom coordinates were saved
every 100 ps. The van der Waals interactions were switched oﬀ and
cut oﬀ at 0.8 and 1.2 nm by using a force-switch function. The shortrange electrostatic interactions were cut oﬀ at 1.2 nm, and PME42,43
was used for treatment of the long-range electrostatic interactions.
Lipid cylinders and solvent were coupled to the heat bath separately.
Temperature was controlled by using Nosé−Hoover coupling44,45
with a time constant of 1.0 ps. Parrinello−Rahman extendedensemble pressure coupling46,47 with a time constant of 5.0 ps was
used to control the pressure. For most of the simulations in this study,
an anisotropic pressure coupling was used, which requires six values
for each compressibility and reference pressure for triclinic boxes. A
compressibility of 4.5 × 10−5 bar−1 and a reference pressure of 1.0 bar
were used for all the diagonal components (i.e., XX, YY, and ZZ) of
compressibility and reference pressure matrices, respectively, whereas
all the oﬀ-diagonal components (i.e., XY/YX, XZ/ZX, and YZ/ZY) in
these matrices were set to zero. This combination of parameters ﬁxes
the box angles while still allowing the box sizes to scale in each
direction independently. Several systems were also simulated using
the semi-isotropic coupling (Table S1). Assuming the lipid cylinders
are along the Z-axis, a semi-isotropic coupling allows the Z-direction
and XY-plane to be scaled independently. Herein again, all the oﬀdiagonal components in both compressibility and pressure matrices
were set to zero, whereas a compressibility of 4.5 × 10−5 bar−1 and a
reference pressure of 1.0 bar were used for the diagonal components.
LINCS48 was employed to constrain all the bonds involving hydrogen
atoms. Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) was used for molecular
graphics.49
Each system was relaxed during the simulation to adjust its lipid
cylinder radius and length. Based on temperature, lipid type, and nw,
lipid cylinders were either stretched or shrunk along the cylinder axis
during the equilibration step as a direct result of simulations. The
structural parameters were then calculated from these equilibrated
systems and compared with available experimental data.
Simulation Analyses. Analyses were performed on the last 100
ns of each simulation. Error bars were calculated by assuming 100 ps
intervals.
Deuterium Order Parameter. SCD parameters were calculated
according to

(2)

where (e2qQ)/h ≈ 167 kHz and ΔvQ(90°) is the quadrupolar
splitting. The ΔνQ(90°) values for the 12 methylene deuterons from
carbons 15−17 were organized from largest to smallest and assigned
pairwise to the sn-1 and sn-2 chains.
Electron Density Reconstruction and Water Core Radius
Estimation. Diﬀraction data were used to build electron density
reconstructions by established techniques, as detailed in Harper et
al.17,32 Brieﬂy, X-ray diﬀraction patterns were radially integrated, and
the peaks were ﬁtted to Gaussians. After the Lorentz and multiplicity
corrections were applied to the peak intensities, the peak amplitudes
were extracted. To complete the electron density reconstructions, the
proper phasing or sign for each of the peak amplitudes must be
obtained. For DOPE in excess water, it is well established that the
proper phasing is “+, −, −, +, +, +, +”.16,17 As further conﬁrmation,
this phasing has also been shown to be the correct phasing for similar
lipids in the HII phase, including POPE19 and SOPE.33 The electron
density can then be succinctly written as
h , k max

ρ(r) =

∑
(h , k) ≠ (0,0)

Article

αhkFhk cos(bhk ·r)
(3)

where ρ(r) is the electron density relative to the mean electron
density as a function of position r, αhk and Fhk are respectively the
phase and amplitude for each set of Miller indices, and bhk are the
reciprocal lattice vectors.
The electron density proﬁles along the (1,0) and (1,1) directions as
well as the 3-D electron density proﬁle in the unit cell were then
reconstructed. It has been shown that the peak maxima fortuitously
correspond to DOPE phosphate groups and location of the Luzatti
interface,16 which is the boundary between lipid and water when they
are modeled as separate, nonoverlapping components. Hence, the
average radial distance of the peak maxima of the electron density
reconstruction was used as the water core radius.
Simulation Setup. First, two GROMACS34 modules, gmx
editconf and gmx genconf, were used to build a single lipid cylinder
for each lipid type.35 Each lipid tubule was composed of 360 lipid
molecules distributed on 15 rings (with a radius of ca. 2.5 nm). The
distance between the adjacent rings was 1.2 nm to prevent bad
contacts in the initial structures. This lipid cylinder was oriented along
the Z-direction. Next, the CHARMM-GUI Solvator module36 was
used to build a cylindrical water column with the same dimensions
and orientation. The atomic coordinates from these two systems were
subsequently merged to build a water channel covered by lipids.
Water molecules were gradually deleted to create the system with the
desired hydration level. The excess water in the experimental setups
was not modeled in simulations. Therefore, any water exchange
between the excess water and waters inside the HII lattice was
prohibited in simulations. A triclinic box was employed for the
simulations and periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied in
all the three directions. A few lipid and water molecules were deleted
from several DOPE HII systems due to bad contacts. This resulted in
slightly higher hydration for DOPE HII systems than POPE (Table
S1). Each system was subsequently energy minimized by using the
steepest descent algorithm. Preliminary simulations suggested that a

|SCD| =

⟨3 cos2 θ − 1⟩
2

(4)

where θ is the angle between the C−D bond in the methylene group
and the Z-axis (i.e., the cylinder axis which is an axis of symmetry for
lipid reorientation in the HII phase). The angular brackets represent
the ensemble average. A script provided by Dr. Thomas Piggot50 was
used to calculate the SCD from simulations. This script is based on the
actual angle between the C−D bond and the Z-axis. Because the
cylinder axis is aligned with the Z-axis, this angle will be the angle
between the C−D bond and the cylinder axis. Experimentally, the SCD
parameters are calculated from the quadrupolar splittings of the dePaked 2H NMR spectra.30,31 These de-Paked spectra correspond to
the sample orientations in which the lipid symmetry axis is parallel to
the external magnetic ﬁeld. For the lamellar phase, θ is the angle
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between the C−D bond vector and the bilayer normal which is
aligned with the magnetic ﬁeld after de-Pake-ing. For the HII phase,
there is an additional lipid symmetry axis, the cylinder axis, which is
oriented parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld direction after de-Pakeing.20,51,52 Therefore, if the same formulas in eqs 2 and 4 are going to
be used for the HII phase, the angle θ will represent the angle between
the C−D bond vector and the cylinder axis.
Structural Dimensions of HII Systems. Assuming a cylindrical
geometry for the lipid tubules in the HII phase, lipids are often
assumed to be distributed radially around the cylinder axis, and their
long axis lies on a plane approximately perpendicular to the cylinder
surface.18 This cylinder is covered by Nlipids lipid molecules and ﬁlled
with Nwater water molecules. This molecular composition results in an
HII system with Nwater/Nlipids water per lipid inside the cylinder
(referred to as nw in this study), a radius of Rw, and a length of Z along
the cylinder axis. Each lipid with the headgroup pointing toward the
water core takes an average area per lipid, APL, at the lipid−water
interface which is diﬀerent from the pivotal area per lipid.28
By use of the X-ray diﬀeraction technique, the pivotal area per lipid
for DOPE (at 275 K) and POPE (at 348 K) is estimated to be ca.
0.65 nm2,19,53 from which its square root (∼0.806 nm) can be taken
as the approximate average length of the projection of a PE lipid onto
the lipid cylinder.18 Given the average length of the simulation box in
the Z direction, ⟨Z⟩, the number of lipids per slice of length L = 0.806
nm along the lipid cylinder (nc) was obtained by using
nc =

(Nlipids)(0.806)
Z

(5)

where Nlipids is the number of lipids forming the lipid cylinder and Z is
the instantaneous length of lipid cylinder measured in nanometers.
The nc parameter measured from experimental data by Rand and
Fuller18 will be used to compare (Figure 2).
The lattice plane distance (dhex) for each system was calculated by
using simulation box sizes in the X and Y directions (eq 6).
dhex =

( 3 /2)X + Y
2

Figure 2. Structural parameters for DOPE HII system as a function of
hydration. Data represent the average (Figure 2A) number of PE
lipids per 0.806 nm slice along the cylinder axis, (Figure 2B) the area
per lipid, (Figure 2C) the radius of the water core, and (Figure 2D)
the lattice plane distance. Numbers on the X-axis are the number of
water molecules inside the lipid cylinder per lipid. The maximum
hydration for DOPE at 303 K is about 16nw.15 Black circles and green
diamonds represent data calculated from MD simulations (T = 303
K) and the experimental data (T = 295 K) taken from Rand and
Fuller,18, respectively. Lines are linear (parts A, C, and D) or
logarithmic (part B) ﬁts to each data set. Error bars are the standard
deviation of means for simulation data, and their size is comparable
with the symbol sizes. See Figure 3 for POPE and DOPE HII systems
at 323 K.

(6)

This was done for each time frame, and the average was reported in
this study. The standard deviation of the mean was calculated from
this data and shown as the error bars in the corresponding ﬁgures.
For the rest of the structural parameters, the volume fractions of
lipids (φl = Vlipids/Vtotal) and waters (φw = 1 − φl) were required, with
Vtotal the total volume of the simulation box and Vlipids the volume
occupied by the lipids. To calculate φl and φw, the following approach
was taken. First, a pure water system composed of 15000 water
molecules was simulated at four temperatures (288, 303, 313, and 348
K), and the volume for a single water molecule at each temperature
was calculated. From a linear ﬁt the volume at all temperatures of
interest was extracted. Given the total number of water molecules
inside the lipid cylinder, the volume taken by the water molecules
inside a cylinder was calculated. The diﬀerence between the total
volume and volume taken by the water molecules was taken as Vlipids.
Based on these numbers, φl and φw were calculated for each system
and used to calculate Rw and APL at the lipid−water interface as
follows. Assuming the water cores are cylindrical, the radius of the
water core Rw is given by15
R w = a φw ( 3 /2π )

APL = ( 3 πR wVl )/(dhex 2φl)

(8)

where Vl is the volume of a single lipid.
In both simulations and experiments Rw and APL parameters were
calculated based on the geometrical assumption that the lipid tubules
are cylindrical in shape and have an approximate uniform circular
cross section along the Z direction.18,56 The Rw could also be
calculated directly from the DOPE phosphorus (P) atom locations
and be compared with the corresponding SAXS data. We calculated
this parameter for the DOPE HII system at 303 K for comparison
because the maximum hydration for DOPE at 303 K is about 16nw
and matches a simulation in this study15 (Figure S1). Considering
that the lipid tubules in simulations are not perfectly cylindrical and
straight along the Z direction, the radius for 1 nm segments was ﬁrst
calculated, and the distribution of radii of these segments was used to
estimate the Rw.
Estimation of the Maximum Hydration in HII Phase. The method
used to estimate the maximum hydrations inside the lipid cylinders
was adapted from the experimental method described in Tate and

(7)

where a is the lattice spacing (spacing between adjacent cylinders)
(Figure 1) and is equal to (2/√3)dhex. In this calculation, the volume
per water molecule was assumed to be approximately the same and
equal to the averaged value for bulk water at each temperature,
regardless of weather they were free or bound to the lipid−water
interface. The component volume analysis conducted on lipid bilayers
did not ﬁnd any statistically signiﬁcant changes in the averaged water
volume as a function of water position along the lipid membrane.54,55
Finally, the APL at the lipid−water interface (corresponding to Rw)
was calculated via18
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Gruner.15 In our hybrid approach, the experimental dhex values in the
presence of excess water were taken from Tate and Gruner15 (DOPE)
and Rappolt et al.19 (POPE), whereas the dhex values for low
hydration levels were measured from MD simulations. The hydration
level (nw) at which dhex estimated from simulations meets the
experimental dhex is reported as the maximum hydration level in Table
1.

Table 1. Maximum Number of Water Molecules per Lipid in
DOPE and POPE HII Systems at Several Temperatures
DOPE

POPE

T (K)

283

303

323

348

358

experiment
hybrid

18.0
19.7

16.2
16.6

14.9
15.1

16
16.8

17
16.2

■

RESULTS
HII Structural Parameters as a Function of Hydration.
Structural parameters calculated from simulations are in
excellent agreement with experimental data (Figure 2). In
both simulations and experiments, there is a linear increase in
dhex, Rw, and nc parameters with hydration level (Figure 2). For
the APL, a logarithmic ﬁt described the observed trend in
Figure 2B better according to the χ2 values for the ﬁtted lines.
APL increases as the hydration increase and reaches a plateau
at approximately 20nw, where the APL is estimated to be about
50 Å2. Among these four parameters, the Rw was the most
aﬀected by the hydration level. An increase of 18nw (from 2nw
to 20nw) in the hydration level caused an increase of about
400%, 75%, 100%, and 100% in Rw, dhex, nc, and APL,
respectively.
The Rw values for DOPE HII systems were also calculated
from the electron density proﬁles reconstructed from SAXS
scattering curves. The electron density proﬁles for DOPE
system at 303 K are shown in Figure S1. The peaks in these
proﬁles correspond to the phosphate groups of DOPE. The
radial distance of these peaks from the center of water core are
19.91 and 20.22 Å in (1,0) and (1,1) directions, respectively.
The average, 20.07 Å, was taken as the average Rw for this
system at this temperature.
The Rw for the corresponding system was also calculated
from MD simulations via calculating the probability distribution of DOPE P atoms with respect to the lipid cylinder axis.
System with 16nw at 303 K was chosen for this analysis.15 The
distribution reaches its maximum around 20.01 Å, in an
excellent agreement with the experimental Rw value of (∼20 Å)
determined from both electron density proﬁles and calculations based on geometrical assumptions (Figure 2C and
Figure S1).
Structural Diﬀerences between DOPE and POPE HII
Systems. DOPE has a lower bilayer to HII phase transition
temperature than POPE,57,58 which is due to structural
diﬀerences between the two lipid types. While DOPE has
two oleoyl chains, POPE has one oleoyl and one palmitoyl
chain. Therefore, at a given temperature (e.g., T = 323 K),
DOPE is expected to form HII structures with higher curvature
and smaller Rw compared to POPE. To see whether or not
these structural diﬀerences and expectations in the HII phase
can be reproduced by MD simulations and the protocol used,
simulations for DOPE and POPE HII systems were compared
at 323 K (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Structural parameters of DOPE and POPE HII systems as a
function of hydration. Data represent the average (Figure 3A) number
of PE lipids per 0.806 nm slice along the cylinder axis, (Figure 3B) the
area per lipid, (Figure 3C) the radius of the water core, and (Figure
3D) the lattice plane distance calculated from simulated DOPE and
POPE HII systems. Numbers on the X-axis are the number of water
molecules inside the lipid cylinder normalized per lipid. Black circles
and red squares represent data for DOPE and POPE, respectively.
Lines are linear (parts A, C, and D) or logarithmic (part B) ﬁts to
each data sets. Error bars are the standard deviation of means for
simulation data, and their size is comparable with the symbol sizes.
Data correspond to the temperature of 323 K for both DOPE and
POPE HII systems.

The overall trends for all the structural properties are similar
for both DOPE and POPE. POPE HII systems have a slightly
higher nc, Rw, and dhex but lower APL than DOPE at each
hydration level. POPE HII systems contain approximately one
more lipid per slice than DOPE for low hydration levels. As the
hydration level increases, this diﬀerence increases from one to
two molecules.
Eﬀect of Hydration Level on Shape of Lipid
Cylinders. Figure 4 shows snapshots from DOPE HII systems
with ca. 4nw (A, B), 10nw (C, D), and 17nw (E, F) simulated at
303 K. Among the low hydration systems (i.e., up to 16nw)
studied, systems with 4nw deviated most from a cylindrical
geometry and were highly curved/undulated along the cylinder
axis. In addition, the water cores in these systems had a
rectangular strip shape rather than a cylindrical geometry.
Nevertheless, the water channels maintained their hexagonal
packing in the system (Figure 4A). As the hydration level
6672
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Figure 4. Eﬀect of hydration level on lipid tubules shape in DOPE HII systems. Snapshots are shown corresponding to the last frame of each
simulation for DOPE HII systems with diﬀerent hydration levels at 303 K in both the XY-plane (Figure 4, left) and along the Z-direction (Figure 4,
right). Systems with ca. 4nw (A, B), 10nw (C, D), and 16nw (E, F) are shown. Yellow and red spheres represent the DOPE phosphorus atoms and
the methyl group carbon atoms in acyl chains, respectively. Orange lines represent the lipid acyl chains, and water is shown as the cyan surface. The
blue box is the simulation box containing four lipid cylinders in a rectangular box for the system with 4nw and one lipid cylinder in a triclinic box for
systems with 10nw and 16nw. The red spheres are not shown in the right column for clarity.

to no plateau area and decreases almost linearly along the acyl
chain toward the methyl terminus. This SCD pattern is a
distinctive characteristic of the HII phase. In lipid bilayers, the
smoothed SCD proﬁle has a clear plateau at the beginning and
slowly decreases with carbon number.52 The computational
SCD is always higher than experimental values, and the
diﬀerence between the two data sets is highest for the middle
segment of sn-1. Overall, the computational SCD for both
DOPE and POPE are in good agreement with the
corresponding experimental values.
We further investigated and compared the eﬀect of
hydration on SCD in sn-2 chain of DOPE and POPE HII
systems at 323 K (Figure 6A,B). In DOPE systems, a change of
nw from 4 to 10 increased the SCD signiﬁcantly (Figure 6A),
and the segment containing the unsaturated bond was the least
aﬀected segment upon hydration. For nw higher than 10, the
hydration level had little to no eﬀect on SCD of DOPE and
POPE, although dehydration tends to decrease the SCD. For
example, in both DOPE and POPE, systems with 20nw has the
highest SCD values.

increased, both the deviations from a cylindrical geometry and
the undulations along the cylinder axis decreased.
SCD as a Function of Hydration and Temperature. The
SCD values for the last carbon atoms (carbon atom numbers of
15−17) of DOPE in sn-1 and sn-2 chains were obtained from
2
H NMR at 303 K (Figure 5A). The same parameters were
calculated from MD simulations of the DOPE system with
16nw at the same temperature for comparison. Systems with
16nw were used for comparison because the maximum
hydration for DOPE lipids at 303 K (and for POPE at 348
K) has been experimentally estimated to be ca. 16nw.15,19
Simulations and experiments agree on the general trend
observed in the SCD proﬁles. The sn-1 chain is found to be
more disordered than sn-2, and SCD decreases along the acyl
chains from carbon number 15 to 17. However, SCD values
from simulations are higher than experimental data by ∼0.01.
The SCD results for sn-1 of POPE HII system with 16nw at
348 K were also calculated from simulations, sorted in
descending order, and compared with experimental data
from Laﬂeur et al.51 (Figure 5B). In both simulations and
experiments, the SCD proﬁle for POPE palmitoyl chain has little
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corresponding experimental data. For the lower temperature of
283 K, the hybrid model gave higher hydration than
experiment. Although no simulation was conducted at 295
K, interpolation of simulation data suggests that the maximum
hydration of DOPE HII systems at 295 K should be between
19.7 (for 283 K) and 16.6 (303 K). This agrees with the
reported values of 18, 18 ± 1, and 19 for DOPE at 295
K.18,60,61 Finally, in both simulations and experiments, an
increase in the temperature resulted in lower maximum
hydration (Table 1), as expected.15
For POPE (Figure 7B and Table 1), the experimental dhex
values in the excess water regime are taken from Rappolt et
al.19 As for DOPE, the maximum hydration levels estimated
computationally are in a good agreement with experimental
values. In experiments, increasing temperature from 348 to 358
K increased the maximum hydration by 1nw. However, in
simulations, the same increase in temperature caused a slight
decrease in maximum nw from 16.8 to 16.2, which is more in
line with experimental expectations upon rising the temperature.15
Table 1 compares the maximum hydration of DOPE and
POPE HII systems at 348 K. At 348 K, POPE has ∼16nw
(experiment19 ) or 16.8nw (simulation). The maximum
hydration for DOPE HII systems at 348 K is not known but
can be extrapolated to be less than 15.1nw, consistent with
DOPE HII structures with higher curvature and thus smaller Rw
and nw compared to POPE.
Temperature Eﬀect on DOPE HII Lattice Plane
Distance and Maximum Hydration. Lattice plane distances
for DOPE HII systems with diﬀerent hydration levels (nw = 10,
14, 16, and 20) were calculated for three temperatures (T =
283, 303, and 323 K) from simulations and are shown in
Figure 8 together with SAXS data and data from Harper et al.17
Experimentally, the 42 K increase in temperature from 281 to
323 K resulted in an ∼8 Å decrease in dhex (Figure 8). In
simulations, for a ﬁxed hydration level increasing temperature
has little eﬀect on dhex. However, increasing hydration levels at
a given temperature increases dhex.
From Figure 8 we can estimate the hydration level nw as a
function of temperature in excess water by combining the
experimental dhex measurements with simulations at diﬀerent
hydration levels. The experimental data intersect the
simulations at nw = 16 at 303 K. This agrees with 16.2nw
reported by Tate and Gruner15 (Table 1). By extrapolating to
other temperatures, the experimental data intersect simulations
at nw = 14 at 333 K, whereas interpolating to other hydration
levels suggests that nw is ∼15 at 323 K.

Figure 5. Computational vs experimental SCD for DOPE and POPE in
HII phase. (A) SCD for the last carbon atoms in both DOPE sn-1 and
sn-2 acyl chains calculated from system with 16nw at 303 K and
compared with data measured using 2H NMR technique at 303 K.
(B) SCD for POPE sn-1 chain calculated from system with 16nw at 348
K, sorted descending, and compared with the experimental data from
Laﬂeur et al.51 conducted at T = 348 K.

The eﬀects of temperature on SCD in sn-2 chain of DOPE
and POPE were also studied from simulations (Figure 6C,D).
The results for three temperatures for each lipid type (283,
303, and 323 K for DOPE and 323, 348, and 358 K for POPE)
are shown for comparison. Increasing the temperature induced
disorder in both DOPE and POPE systems. Finally, the SCD for
sn-2 is similar for DOPE (shown in green) and POPE (shown
in black) at 323 K, although the terminal segment (i.e., carbon
numbers 12−17) of POPE is more ordered than DOPE. This
may be due to an increase in van der Waals interactions of the
sn-2 chain with a fully saturated and more ordered palmitoyl
chain in POPE than with the unsaturated oleoyl chain in
DOPE.59
Maximum Hydration Levels in HII Phase. The hybrid
model described in the Methods section was used to estimate
the maximum hydration for simulated HII systems (Figure 7).
The estimated values are reported and compared with the
experimentally measured values15 in Table 1. Assuming a 0.5 Å
uncertainty in experimental dhex measurements,17 the uncertainty in maximum hydration calculated by using the
current hybrid approach is ca. 0.3 water molecules per lipid.
For DOPE (Figure 7A and Table 1), the predicted values for
T = 303 and 323 K are in good agreement with the

■

DISCUSSION
MD Predicts the HII Structural Parameters as a
Function of Hydration. Rand and Fuller18 used X-ray
diﬀraction to study the structural dimensions of DOPE
dispersions in HII phase as a function of hydration.
Dehydration was shown to reduce the dhex, Rw, and APL and
to cause the formation of longer lipid cylinders with fewer lipid
molecules per nanometer slice along the cylinder axis.18 The
same parameters calculated from MD simulations using both
anisotropic and semi-isotropic pressure coupling were in
excellent agreement with experimental data (Figure 2, Figure
S1, and Figure S2). These structural parameters were
calculated by using the formulas and geometrical assumptions
described in Rand and Fuller.18 The Rw calculated from DOPE
P atom locations in MD simulations was also consistent with
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Figure 6. Eﬀect of hydration and temperature on SCD in HII phase. The SCD calculated from simulations of DOPE (left) and POPE (right) HII
systems. (A, B) SCD for DOPE and POPE sn-2 acyl chains calculated from simulations with diﬀerent levels of hydrations at 323 K. (C, D) SCD for
DOPE and POPE sn-2 acyl chains calculated from simulations with 16nw at three diﬀerent temperatures.

and Mark,21 the dhex values for DOPE HII systems predicted by
simulations were larger than experimental values by ca. 10%.
This increase was originated from using coarser models and
consequently an increase in the length of DOPE acyl chains.
HII Water Channels Are Not Straight and Cylindrical
at Low Hydrations. The assumption of circular cross section
for the water core might not be necessarily true for all
hydration levels. Systems with hydration levels corresponding
to the dhex of ∼65 Å and higher are known to deviate from
circularity signiﬁcantly,16,21 whereas for systems with lower
hydration levels the water core was circular within 5% of Rw.16
The systems studied in ref 16 were all in the presence of excess
water, and changes in the hydration were due to the changes in
temperature and lipid shapes. Therefore, these experimental
ﬁndings might not be applicable to very low hydration levels
such as 4nw simulated at a given temperature and in the
absence of excess water.
The water core in 4nw systems deviated from circularity and
had a rectangular strip shape (Figure 4A,B). However, coarsegrained simulations using the MARTINI model suggested that
this system had a circular water core.21 This discrepancy with
the coarse-grained simulation might be due to the coarser
models for DOPE and water molecules or diﬀerent number of
water channels simulated in two studies. It might also be due
to using the fully anisotropic pressure coupling in the study by
Marrink and Mark,21 which allowed the simulation box to
deform. In our simulations, although an anisotropic pressure
coupling was employed, the box shape was ﬁxed during the
simulation course while the box sizes could vary. Other factors,
including the HII construction method, the equilibration
procedure, and diﬀerent simulation time scales used in two
studies, might also explain for such a diﬀerence in water core
shapes. Regardless of water core shape, the dhex and other

the Rw measured from reconstructed electron density proﬁle
(Figure S1). In both MD simulations and experiments, the
APL reaches a plateau at high (∼16nw) hydrations, while the
Rw continues to increase linearly (Figure 2). This observed
increased in the Rw is associated with an increase in the
number of lipids per cylinder slice (nc).
SCD in simulations were consistent but slightly higher than
2
H NMR data (Figure 5A,B). This diﬀerence might be either
because of the slight diﬀerences in the hydration level and
actual temperature in two setups, using C36 FF in GROMACS
package,62,63 or imperfect FF parameters for DOPE simulation
in HII phase. However, DOPE parameters in C36 FF have
been shown to be transferable to the simulation of HII
systems.26 It may also be a result of the algorithm used to
calculate the SCD (see the Methods section). This algorithm
works upon the assumption that the water cores are straight
and cylindrical in geometry. Therefore, lipid cylinder
undulations along the cylinder axis and deviation of the
water core from a cylindrical geometry in computational
systems could cause such diﬀerences in SCD values between
simulations and experiments. However, systems with 16nw
were almost cylindrical and straight in shape (Figure 4E,F).
At a given temperature, DOPE was shown to form HII
systems with higher curvature than POPE (Figure 3). Because
of the two oleoyl acyl chains in DOPE, the lipid tails splay
apart more than they do in POPE. This makes DOPE less
ordered and more cone-shaped which supports HII structures
with higher curvatures than POPE.4
Altogether, these results validate the methods used to
simulate HII systems and to calculate the SCD from simulations
in HII phase. The all-atom nature of the simulations in this
study could be one of the reasons for the excellent agreement
between simulations and experiments. In a study by Marrink
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structural properties of system with 4nw followed the overall
trend observed for higher hydrations (Figure 2).
HII structures were also shown to be curved/undulated
along the cylinder axis (Figure 4), which is consistent with the
experimental ﬁnding that HII cylinders are not perfectly
straight.60,64 The level of curvature/undulation was further a
function of hydration level. Systems with lower hydration
experienced higher levels of undulations. This might be
because of the change in mechanical properties and bending
modulus of lipid tubules as a function of hydration level.
Alternatively, it could be because of the larger size of the
equilibrated systems with lower hydrations along the cylinder
axis. Undulations have been previously reported for lipid
bilayers65 and could be suppressed by using small simulation
boxes.66
Both Dehydration and Raising Temperature Reduces
SCD in HII. Increasing temperature is known to decrease the
acyl chain order in both lipid bilayers67,68 and HII phases.51,69
In HII experiments, increasing temperature is associated with a
decrease in the number of water molecules inside the lipid
cylinders15 (Table 1). Thus, the observed decrease in SCD
proﬁles51,69 in the HII phase is indeed a sum of two eﬀects:
temperature and dehydration. Each eﬀect was investigated by
simulations independently. Increasing temperature had similar
eﬀects to dehydration on the SCD proﬁles in HII phase; both
resulted in smaller SCD (Figure 6). The reduction of SCD by an
increase in temperature was expected due to the entropic
eﬀects,67 but the decrease of SCD with dehydration was not.
Experimentally, it has been observed that the H II
dehydration decreases the average length of DOPE lipid
hydrocarbons in both interstitial and interaxial directions
(Figure 1).18 These shorter hydrocarbon lengths might mean
that the lipid tails are more splayed in lower hydration levels or
are tilted more toward the regions formed by three
neighboring lipid cylinders.18,70 This observed shortening in
lipid hydrocarbon chains can explain the observed decrease in
SCD upon dehydration, or vice versa. In bilayers, also, such a
correlation between the bilayer hydrophobic thickness and SCD
proﬁles exists.67 Lipid tails with smaller SCD are less ordered
and are more splayed, which results in a shorter length for the
projection of acyl chains along the bilayer normal, and
consequently reduced hydrophobic thickness.
Temperature Aﬀects the Maximum Hydration and
Lattice Plane Distances in HII. Increasing temperature
caused a decrease in the maximum hydration of HII phase
which consequently reduced the dhex (Figure 7, Figure 8, and
Table 1). An increase in temperature aﬀects the eﬀective
molecular shapes and consequently decreases the lipid
monolayer spontaneous radius of curvatures (R0).15 In the
presence of excess water, the Rw is near R0 so that the system is
in its minimum free energy state. Therefore, HII systems with
smaller Rw and fewer water molecules inside the lipid cylinder
are more energetically favorable systems at higher temperatures. The Rw and dhex are also directly correlated (Figure 2),
meaning that a decrease in Rw decreases dhex as well.
Furthermore, temperature has little eﬀect (∼1 Å for an 80 K
increase in temperature) on the hydrophobic length of DOPE
tails in HII phase.15 These suggest that the change in maximum
hydration is the main factor contributing to the experimentally
observed temperature-dependent reductions in dhex.15,17
Protocol for Construction of Equivalent HII Systems
to Experiments. The hybrid protocol (Figure 7) used to
estimate the maximum hydration and to construct molecular

Figure 7. Estimation of maximum hydration in HII systems at several
temperatures. Lattice plane distance dhex as a function of hydration
level for (A) DOPE and (B) POPE. Lines are linear ﬁts to dhex
calculated from simulations. Dotted lines represent the single
experimental measurements of dhex in excess water by Tate and
Gruner15 (for DOPE) and Rappolt et al.19 (for POPE) at each
temperature. The intersection with the simulated values gives the
maximum hydration levels in the presence of excess water.

Figure 8. Lattice plane distance as a function of temperature for
DOPE HII systems. Lattice plane distances for DOPE HII systems as a
function of temperature for diﬀerent hydration levels (MD
simulations) and in excess water. Experimental uncertainties in dhex
measurements are ca. 0.5 Å.17
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target data such as SCD are available, an iterative approach
could be used to improve and validate the FF parameters
(Figure 9). Brieﬂy, the initially assigned FF parameters (set 1)
will be used to simulate two hydration levels (e.g., with nw of
10 and 22) and to estimate the maximum hydration level (e.g.,
20nw) (Figure 9A) Next, the HII system with 20nw is simulated,
and SCD parameters are calculated and compared with the
target SCD data (Figure 9B).This provides insights for
improving the FF parameters and results in parameter set 2.
The new parameter set is then used to simulate the same HII
systems and make new estimation for the maximum hydration
(e.g., 18nw). As we iterate through this process, the
computational SCD data are expected to approach the target
data. This method may require several iterations for estimated
nw or the SCD values to converge.

systems equivalent to experiments should be applicable to
other amphiphilic molecules, e.g., polymers, in the HII phase.
However, the force ﬁeld parameters are critical for obtaining
correct structural parameters. Imprecise parameters could
result in inaccurate APL, dhex, and maximum hydrations.
Moreover, a minimum of two hydration levels need to be
simulated.
This protocol could also be used for parametrizing new
molecules, e.g., synthetic lipids, by using the target data in the
HII phase (Figure 9). Validation of FF parameters usually

■

CONCLUSIONS
MD simulations of DOPE and POPE HII phase successfully
reproduce dhex, Rw, APL, SCD, and nc for the HII phase at
diﬀerent hydration levels, including low hydration levels where
conducting experiments is usually challenging. Dehydration
results in longer lipid cylinders with smaller Rw, APL, nc, and
SCD. Lipid tubules in HII phase were shown to undulate along
the cylinder axis, which was further shown to be a function of
hydration level. We obtained reasonable estimates of the
maximum hydration for PE HII structures at several temperatures using only a single experimental dhex value measured
from a single sample in the excess water regime. Increasing the
temperature decreased the maximum hydration in HII systems,
accounting for the experimentally observed temperaturedependent reductions in dhex. The POPE HII systems studied
followed the same trends as DOPE, although DOPE formed
HII structures with a higher curvature than POPE. We propose
a general hybrid protocol for constructing HII systems
equivalent to the experimental HII systems and for molecular
parametrization using the target data in HII phase using MD
simulations, 2H NMR, and SAXS experiments.
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Figure 9. Proposed protocol for molecule parametrization in HII
phase. (A) Hypothetical dhex values as a function of hydration
calculated using parameter sets 1 and 2. The parameter set 1 is the
initial set of parameters assigned to the molecule, whereas the
parameter set 2 refers to the modiﬁed parameters after one iteration.
The black line represents the experimental dhex data for low hydration
levels, which is not known. The dotted line represents the single dhex
in the presence of excess water. The dashed vertical lines point to the
nw where the horizontal and diagonal lines cross. (B) Hypothetical
SCD proﬁles obtained by using parameter sets 1 and 2 from systems
constructed with 20nw and 18nw, respectively. The target SCD values
are shown as a solid black line corresponding to the system with 16nw.
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